Burke Police Work Dog Academy
Training and Supplying Police Working Dogs for over 30 years
About Us:
The Burke Police Work Dog Academy is owned and operated by Donald
Burke, who, for the last 30 years, has been a benefactor to law enforcement through his work with K-9 units throughout Canada.
Mr. Burke is the President and CEO of a highly successful manufacturing
business in Quebec and has used his resources of time, money and contacts in working with agencies all over the world to enhance their K-9 units.
He has personally trained police service dogs over the years and general
purpose dogs in the areas of narcotic and bomb detection. In addition,
he has used his personal dogs in support of police activity in police investigation, search and rescue and correctional institute control. One of his
proudest achievements was the foundation of the Quebec Dog Handlers
Association, which was to improve training methods and to establish
standards for K-9 handlers in the province of Quebec.

Our Objective:
The Burke Police
Dog Academy’s main
objective is to contribute to law enforcement agencies, and
the communities they
serve, by supplying
the best quality dogs
available at affordable prices.

Realizing that Law Enforcement has become more difficult every day,
Mr. Burke knows that Law Enforcement agencies need to use every tool
available to keep criminal activities in-check. Because of the 9-11 terrorist
attack and more recent attempts to bomb aircraft, he decided to create
the Burke Police Work Dog Academy to develop excellent bloodlines in
working dogs and to provide the best available training.
The Burke Police Dog Academy was founded to help support
smaller police K-9 units that do not have the necessary budgets to
purchase and train police service dogs. To that end, Burke offers a
program that can assist police agencies in the acquisition or enhancement of their K-9 units. Ask about our “K-9’s for Cops” program.
Owner Donald Burke & Faldo
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About our Facility:
The Burke Police Dog Academy is located on
100 acres of prime land that has open and
forested areas on the outskirts of Moncton, New
Brunswick in Canada. Our kennels are state of
the art facilities that can house 20 dogs. The
structure includes 20’ X 6’ dog runs with in-floor
heating and air conditioning and a modern
grooming centre. It also contains a complete
training infrastructure with an agility course for
workouts, a zodiac boat for cadaver work on the
water, bomb and drug detection courses and
search and rescue courses in open fields and
bush.
With top trainers, we can train to any police
standard. You provide us with your standard and
we will meet and execute these expectations to
your satisfaction.
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This is an ideal breeding and training facility with
the best accommodations.

About our Dogs:

The Burke Police Dog Academy is committed
to offering the finest dogs available that are
suited for law enforcement, narcotics and bomb
detection and search and rescue operations. We
sell only to police, military and search and rescue
organizations.

Genetics:

It is becoming more difficult to find proper
genetics in dogs that are suitable for police work
and, to that end; Burke introduced a program
over the years that accumulated frozen sperm
from the finest German and Czech police dog
lines from all over the world. These specimens
were taken from some of the best police working
dogs in North America and Europe to help create
the finest bloodlines available. All specimens
come from successful, proven police working
dogs.

Agility Training

Referrals:

Most of our business is done on referrals.
Contact us for references from satisfied
agencies.

Guarantee:

We offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee!

Burke also has its own unique breed line which
has given an 80 per cent success rate in producing dogs with the drive and nerves required to
become a police service dog. We achieved this
through many years of research and cooperation
from police organizations from all over the world
during the last 30 year period.

Training:

We sell trained dogs that have completed a 16
week training course at our training facility with
experienced, referred police dog handlers who
can supply validations by well renowned police
K-9 organizations.
We also sell high quality, untrained “green” dogs
for your own training purposes. The quality
of the dog is as important as the quality of the
trainer.
We limit our breeding to 50 dogs per year so take
advantage of this unique opportunity.
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Member Of:
· The Quebec Dog Handlers Association
· The Canadian Police Canine 		
Association
· The North American Police Work Dog
Association
· The United State Police Canine 		
Association
· International Association of Bomb
Technicians and Investigators
· Texas K9 Association
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